Application form for Swiss Lung Association Award

1. Details about the paper
   - Paper title
   - Name of journal
   - Field of research
     - clinical and respiratory research
     - epidemiology
     - diagnosis
     - disease management
     - translational research
   - The article’s work was based in Switzerland
   (If no please note: the first author must be a former Swiss resident working abroad for no longer than 3 years. You must provide a letter from your future employer in Switzerland attesting your return)
   - The article resulted from an investigator-driven study
   - The article is the result from original data
   - The article has been published
     or
   - The article has been accepted for publication in a peer-reviewed journal
   (Please note: Paper must at least be accepted for publication and in that case must be accompanied by a copy of the journal Editor’s final acceptation letter)

Formal Information about the Applicant / First Author
   - Surname, first name
   - Date of birth
   - Institution, address
   - Phone / mobile phone no.
   - Email

3. Publication and Other Attachment Uploads
   - Accompanying letter for articles with "in press" status (if applicable)
   - Letter from future employer attesting applicants return to Switzerland in case applicant is abroad during time of submission (if applicable)
   - Publication
   - Signed Application Form (Signature Page)